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Question: 1
Which correctly describes the tiers of the Oracle Workflow architecture?
A. Oracle Database tier and Application server tier only
B. Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, and End-user client tier only
C. Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, and Development client tier only
D. Oracle Database tier, Application server tier, Development client tier, and End-user client tier
Answer: D
Question: 2
Which two agent listeners are meant for Oracle eBusiness Suite only? (Choose two.)
A. Workflow Error
B. Workflow Deferred
C. Workflow Java Error
D. Workflow Java Deferred
E. Workflow Inbound Notification
F. Workflow Deferred Notification
Answer: C, D
Question: 3
Under which four conditions can you create transitions, if the source activity in a workflow
diagram has an associated result type? (Choose four.)
A. regardless of the result returned, labeled as <Any>
B. when the activity times out, labeled as <Timeout>
C. when the activity does not return a result, labeled as <No Match>
D. when a result returned is not covered by other transitions, labeled as <Default>
E. when a specific result is returned by the activity, labeled with the result display name
F. when the activity run simultaneously with 1 or more other activities, labeled as <Parallel>
Answer: A, B, D, E
Question: 4
You are maintaining subscriptions in an Oracle database. Which property of that subscription
allows you to update it?
A. Phase
B. Status
C. Source Type
D. Rule Function
E. Customization Level
Answer: E
Question: 5
You have been tasked with creating Business Events for an E-Business Suite workflow project.
What would you use to create your Business Events?
A. Oracle Workflow Builder
B. Oracle Workflow Definition Loader
C. Oracle Business Event Definition Loader
D. Workflow Administrator Web page in E-Business Suite
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Answer: D
Question: 6
Which two statements are true about a Work Item with "Open" Notification? (Choose two.)
A. The Work Item is not eligible for Purge.
B. The Work Item is eligible for a Permanent purge.
C. The Work Item is eligible for a Temporary purge.
D. The Work Item is not complete because it still has "Open" Notification.
E. The Work Item is eligible for both Temporary and Permanent purge.
Answer: A, D
Question: 7
What is true about a background engine? (Choose two.)
A. It is a server-side PL/SQL procedure.
B. When executing a PL/SQL function activity, it will automatically ping (cache) the PL/SQL code.
C. It executes deferred activities in decreasing order of their Cost property value (activities with
higher cost value are processed first).
D. It would fail if another background engine process is started to handle the same type of
activities within the same item type.
E. During its single invocation, it processes activities that were stuck, deferred or timed out when
the background engine was started.
Answer: A, E
Question: 8
Which two are functions of Oracle Workflow Directory Service? (Choose two.)
A. manage workflow notifications
B. provide information about roles
C. store performer and roles relationships
D. manage workflow session connection
Answer: B, C
Question: 9
Which option best describes the features of the Personal Worklist page, as compared with
Advanced Worklist?
A. provides an overview of notifications
B. provides the capability to administer notifications
C. provides the most detailed options for searching workflow
D. provides the most detailed options for searching workflow, and provides the capability to
administer notifications
Answer: C
Question: 10
The WF_PARAMETER_LIST_T datatype can include up to a maximum of _____ parameter
name and value pairs.
A. 99
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B. 100
C. 101
D. 999
E. 1000
Answer: B
Question: 11
John, a junior workflow developer, has approached you for advice on a workflow process that he
is defining. He is unclear about the implications of selecting the Runnable checkbox while
defining the Process Activity. What advice would you offer?
A. Runnable allows the workflow engine to compile the process.
B. Runnable allows the process to be included as a stand-alone subprocess.
C. Runnable allows the workflow engine to check its status during process execution.
D. Runnable allows the workflow engine to define this as a top-level process and initiate it.
Answer: D
Question: 12
Which three types of integration does the Business Event System support? (Choose three.)
A. point-to-point
B. parent/child messaging
C. messaging hub system
D. distributed applications messaging
E. simple object access protocol (SOAP) messaging
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 13
You are creating a workflow. Which four activities can you perform using Oracle Workflow
Builder's navigation tree? (Choose four.)
A. define functions
B. define notifications
C. define lookup codes
D. control workflow processes
E. upload and download data stores
F. define processes and subprocesses
Answer: A, B, C, F
Question: 14
What is the functionality of the "Allow modifications of customized objects" check box in the
Oracle Workflow Builder dialog box that is displayed from the Help menu? (Choose two.)
A. Having check box selected is equivalent to Workflow Definitions Loader Upgrade mode.
B. Having check box deselected is equivalent to Workflow Definitions Loader Upload mode.
C. If the check box is not selected, you can save your edits only to protected objects that you
have access to change, and cannot overwrite previously customized objects.
D. If the check box is selected, you overwrite any protected objects that you have the ability
(access) to modify, and also any previously customized objects.
Answer: C, D
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Question: 15
You completed your workflow definition. You want to save a copy of the definition to the file
system for source control purposes. How does Oracle Workflow Builder save that file?
A. as a flat file
B. as a BPEL-compiled definition
C. as an XML file with an associated document type definition (DTD)
D. as an XML file without an associated document type definition (DTD)
Answer: A
Question: 16
When defining a function activity, what is true about the Result Type? (Choose two.)
A. Result Type is optional.
B. Result Type is mandatory.
C. Result Type can be changed after it is assigned to the function activity.
D. Result Type should belong to the same item type as the function activity.
Answer: A, C
Question: 17
You completed your Java procedure for your external Java function activity, and you now want to
deploy this to your server. What would you do to deploy the Java procedure?
A. take the Java sources (.java) files and include them in your $APPL_TOP
B. take the Java sources (.java) files and include them in your CLASSPATH
C. take the Java classes (.class) files and include them in your $APPL_TOP
D. take the Java classes (.class) files and include them in your CLASSPATH
Answer: D
Question: 18
When a workflow application is integrated with Oracle Internet Directory, you must not create ad
hoc users in the workflow local tables. What is the correct explanation for this restriction?
A. to avoid discrepancies in user information
B. to avoid compromising the records in the WF_USERS view
C. to ensure that WF_ENGINE.CONTEXT_USER returns a reliable value
D. to ensure that users and positions in Oracle HR match workflow users
Answer: A
Question: 19
Which three actions are allowed in event details? (Choose three.)
A. Send
B. Raise
C. Delete
D. Receive
E. Acknowledge
Answer: A, B, D
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Question: 20
Message attributes must be associated with _____. (Choose all that apply.)
A. a message
B. a notification
C. a response
D. an activity node
Answer: A
Question: 21
The Workflow Definitions Loader is used to transfer definitions between _____.
A. a flat file and the database
B. an XML file and the database
C. a flat file and the metadata repository
D. an XML file and the metadata repository
Answer: A
Question: 22
Which profile option allows user to delegate, transfer and reassign modes?
A. WF:Notification Mode
B. WF:Notification Transfer Mode
C. WF:Notification Delegate Mode
D. WF:Notification Reassign Mode
E. WF:Notification Transfer, Delegate and Reassign Mode.
Answer: D
Question: 23
What is true about the information displayed by a user using the Workflow Monitor? (Choose
three.)
A. It shows a graphical depiction of the workflow status.
B. It allows control over individual workflow components.
C. It summarizes information on the status of a workflow.
D. It provides detailed information about individual workflow activities.
E. It maintains and controls the user and role access list for workflow.
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 24
The Retry-only Process in the System: Error item type _____.
A. is not a runnable process
B. does not allow to terminate the process
C. does not automatically terminate when an error is no longer active
D. is specified as a default error process as its Error Process property value
Answer: B
Question: 25
Which customizations are supported by Oracle Support? (Choose three.)
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A. manual modification of workflow tables with a prefix of WF_ or FND_
B. customizations that are not explicitly stated as unsupported customizations
C. any customization that is described as Required in the product-specific User's Guide or
documentation update notes for a seeded workflow, an event, or a subscription
D. customization examples documented in the product-specific User's Guide or documentation
update notes
Answer: B, C, D
Question: 26
Which three types of information would you find on the Notification Response Detail page in
Standalone Oracle workflow? (Choose three.)
A. time out
B. response
C. respondent
D. activity type
E. notification subject
Answer: B, C, E
Question: 27
You created a message for your workflow.
Now you want that message to prompt for a response, and then use that response as the result
of the message's notification activity.
What must you define to accomplish this objective?
A. a lookup type only
B. a message result only
C. one or more lookup codes only
D. a lookup type and a message result only
E. a lookup type and one or more lookup codes only
F. a message result and one or more lookup codes only
G. a lookup type, a message result and one or more lookup codes
Answer: G
Question: 28
You are moving workflow objects from your development system to your production system. You
need to transfer the workflow objects from the development database into files that can then be
uploaded to the development system. Which kinds of objects will you transfer using the Workflow
XML Loader? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Workflow objects
B. Business Event System objects
C. any metadata Workflow objects
Answer: B
Question: 29
You created some Business Events and put those events into an Event Group.
Which option best describes how an event is raised for the group?
A. You must raise an event tied to the group.
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B. You must raise an event tied to any member of the group.
C. You must raise an event tied to the first member of the group.
D. You must raise an event tied to any individual member of the group to which you are
individually subscribed.
Answer: B
Question: 30
You are a typical Oracle E-Business Suite user. You want to view your notifications from your
Web browser. Which statement best describes your restrictions?
A. Web-based notification pages (Personal and Advanced), are only available to Oracle EBusiness Suite users.
B. Any user (a stand-alone user or an Oracle E-Business Suite user) can use the Personal
Worklist, but only Oracle E-Business Suite users can use the Advanced Worklist page.
C. Any user (a stand-alone user or an Oracle E-Business Suite user) can use the Personal
Worklist, but only Oracle E-Business Suite users can use the Advanced Worklist page. Standalone Workflow users are further restricted from reassigning workflows from the Personal
Worklist page.
D. Any user (a stand-alone user or an Oracle E-Business Suite user) can use the Personal
Worklist, but only Oracle E-Business Suite users can use the Advanced Worklist page. Standalone Workflow users can only monitor status and respond to notifications.
Answer: A
Question: 31
The access level 0-9 is reserved for _____.
A. Public
B. Oracle Workflow
C. customer organizations
D. Oracle E-Business Suite
E. Oracle Application Object Library
Answer: B
Question: 32
Which actions can be performed using the workflow monitor in Standalone Oracle workflow?
(Choose all that apply.)
A. display status information about activities
B. update WF_ITEM_ACTIVITY_STATUSES_V
C. display only the status information about the process
D. use the Attribute button in the View Diagram window to call WF_ENGINE.SetActivityAttr
Answer: A
Question: 33
Identify a limitation of Workflow Engine.
A. supports parallel branches and loops
B. maintains a history of completed activities
C. executes function activities automatically
D. detects error conditions and executes error processes
E. executes activity in a distributed transaction or from a database trigger
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F. recompiles invalid packages used in function activities when needed
Answer: F
Question: 34
You are setting up a workflow definition, and you want to send your notifications through e-mail to
your users. What is the best description of the limitations of using e-mail that you would face as a
workflow developer?
A. You can send notifications, but you cannot process responses via e-mail.
B. You can send notifications, but you can only respond by direct response.
C. You can send notifications, but you can only respond by a templated response.
D. You can send notifications, and respond by either direct or templated response. HTML
notifications always use templated responses.
Answer: D
Question: 35
Which two capabilities are provided by the Administrator Monitor? (Choose two.)
A. review activities
B. purge a running process
C. rewind the workflow to an earlier activity stage
D. reset the protection level of workflow objects stored in the database
Answer: A, C
Question: 36
You are a workflow developer. Which four options can you use to raise Business Events?
(Choose four.)
A. a SOAP message
B. an XML flat-file definition
C. raise event activity from a workflow process
D. Stand-Alone Raise Event, by manual submission
E. an API call from the application where the event occurred
F. Oracle E-Business Suite Test Business Event page
Answer: C, D, E, F
Question: 37
In programming your procedures, you need to communicate state changes to the Workflow
Engine. Which three WF_ENGINE API's can you use to do that? (Choose three.)
A. WF_ENGINE.BeginActivity
B. WF_ENGINE.TransmitWarning
C. WF_ENGINE.AbortProcess
D. WF_ENGINE.CompleteActivity
E. WF_ENGINE.TransmitError
Answer: A, C, D
Question: 38
Which is the standard deferred agent for a subscription to place an event message for a PL/SQL
subscription process?
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A. WF_Error agent
B. WF_Deferred agent
C. WF_JMS Deferred agent
D. WF_JAVA_Deferred agent
E. WF_PL/SQL_Deferred agent
Answer: B
Question: 39
Which activities can be performed by an administrator using the Workflow Manager? (Choose all
that apply.)
A. control the users and roles that can access the Workflow Monitor
B. monitor individual workflows with the ability to drill down to additional detail
C. run Oracle Workflow components, like notification mailers and agent listeners
D. control workflow services such as background engines, obsolete data purges, and control
queue cleanup
Answer: B, C, D
Question: 40
An event activity should be associated with _____.
A. a function
B. a message
C. an item type
D. a business event
Answer: C
Question: 41
Which subscription property defines the order in which multiple subscriptions to the same
business event are executed?
A. Status
B. Phase
C. Rule Data
D. Customization Level
Answer: B
Question: 42
Which three status codes can a subscription rule function return? (Choose three.)
A. ERROR
B. WARNING
C. SUCCESS
D. UNDEFINED
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 43
You have a case in which there are multiple subscriptions subscribed to the same Business
Event. How does Event Dispatcher determine which subscriptions to execute first?
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A. Event Dispatcher executes multiple subscriptions at the same time.
B. Event Dispatcher executes the subscriptions on a first-come, first-served basis.
C. Event Dispatcher executes the subscriptions one at a time, in the order of the phase value
property.
Answer: C
Question: 44
How do you grant administrator privileges to all users?
A. enter '*' in the Workflow System Administrator field on the Workflow Preference page
B. enter '%' in the Workflow System Administrator field on the Workflow Preference page
C. enter all user names in the Workflow System Administrator field on the Workflow Preference
page
D. enter the System Administrator responsibility in the Workflow System Administrator field on the
Workflow Preference page
E. enter the System Administration responsibility in the Workflow System Administrator field on
the Workflow Preference page
Answer: A
Question: 45
In the Business Event System, access protection is based on a customization level assigned to
each event and subscription, in order to protect the seed data and preserve customizations in an
upgrade. Which three customization levels can be assigned to an event or subscription? (Choose
three.)
A. LIMIT
B. USER
C. CORE
D. SUPER USER
E. ADMINISTRATOR
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 46
Which Workflow Engine package is used for exception handling?
A. WF_CORE
B. WF_ENGINE
C. WF_ACTIVITY
D. WF_STANDARD
Answer: A
Question: 47
Which two Business Event APIs, when called, would create WF_EVENT_T structure? (Choose
two.)
A. Test
B. Send
C. Raise
D. Raise3
E. NewAgent
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F. SetErrorInfo
Answer: C, D
Question: 48
Which four subscription actions are provided by Standard Oracle Workflow? (Choose four.)
A. send event message to an agent
B. run a workflow background process
C. send a notification to a workflow role
D. send a notification to a workflow user
E. run a custom code on an event message
F. send the event message to a workflow process
Answer: A, C, E, F
Question: 49
Which two places can roles loaded into Oracle workflow builder be viewed? (Choose two.)
A. Activity node
B. Lookup node
C. Property page poplist
D. Directory service branch
Answer: C, D
Question: 50
You are creating a PL/SQL Procedure that is called by a Function Activity.
You know that the call must be in a standard API format. Which five parameters must be passed
in order for your PL/SQL procedure to be valid? (Choose five.)
A. actid
B. itemkey
C. resultout
D. itemtype
E. runmode
F. funcmode
G. itemname
Answer: A, B, C, D, F
Question: 51
Which three should be set during the testing of any workflow process? (Choose three.)
A. a lookup type node
B. the item type name
C. an optional process owner
D. a global workflow preference
E. the name of the process to test
F. a unique item key for the process instance
Answer: B, E, F
Question: 52
When you define a notification activity node, you must specify a performer.
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Which is the best description of a performer?
A. a role consisting of a single user
B. a role consisting of one or more users
C. a role associated with a responsibility assigned to a single user
D. a role associated with a responsibility assigned to one or more users
Answer: B
Question: 53
In defining your PL/SQL Procedure for your post-notification activity, what are four execution
modes that cause the resultout parameter to be ignored when returned unless the parameter
value is in the form 'ERROR%'? (Choose four.)
A. RETRY
B. ABORT
C. ANSWER
D. VALIDATE
E. RESPOND
F. FORWARD
Answer: C, D, E, F
Question: 54
Which option best describes a lookup type?
A. a static list of values
B. a dynamic list of values derived from a base table only
C. a dynamic list of values derived from a base table or view only
D. a lookup type could be either a static list of values OR a dynamic list of values derived from a
base table
E. a lookup type could be either a static list of values OR a dynamic list of values derived from
either a base table or a view
Answer: A
Question: 55
When the Workflow Engine raises a send event, a series of agents is called in a sequence until
the response is processed. What is the correct sequence?
A. WF_NOTIFICATION_OUT > WF_NOTIFICATION_IN >WF_DEFERRED
B. WF_DEFERRED > WF_NOTIFICATION_OUT > WF_NOTIFICATION_IN
C. WF_NOTIFICATION_IN >WF_DEFERRED > WF_NOTIFICATION_OUT
D. WF_NOTIFICATION_OUT > WF_DEFERRED > WF_NOTIFICATION_IN
E. WF_NOTIFICATION_IN > WF_NOTIFICATION_OUT>WF_DEFERRED
Answer: B
Question: 56
Which three statements are true about monitoring the status of work items? (Choose three.)
A. Active work items can be counted in more than one status.
B. Work Items with an end date are counted as active work items.
C. Work Items without an end date are counted as active work items.
D. The total count of the status of active work items is greater than total number of work items.
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Answer: A, C, D
Question: 57
View the Exhibit and examine the workflow diagram.

The function activity "Log" with "On Revisit" property set to "Loop" writes one record into a table.
What would happen when you try to execute the workflow in a nonsychronous mode?
A. The workflow would fail to start.
B. The workflow start and execute, one record would be inserted.
C. The workflow start and execute, two record would be inserted.
D. The workflow start but would fail to run to the End, and no records would be inserted.
Answer: B
Question: 58
You have been tasked to create a new workflow to be run on an Oracle11i Applications instance.
Which version of Oracle Workflow would you use?
A. Embedded
B. Stand-Alone
C. Standard Edition
D. Enterprise Edition
Answer: A
Question: 59
You are defining item type attributes in your workflow definition. Which four properties should be
defined as item type attributes? (Choose four.)
A. information required by function activities
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B. information maintained by workflow activities
C. information required by notification messages
D. control event messages required by the Workflow Manager
E. business event messages required by Send or Receive event activities
F. information required for process source control within Oracle Workflow Builder
Answer: A, B, C, E
Question: 60
Which four activities does the Event Manager enable you to perform? (Choose four.)
A. register systems
B. register business events
C. register subscriptions to events
D. register event processing engines
E. register users and roles for events
F. register named communication agents
Answer: A, B, C, F
Question: 61
Which component of Event Manager processes a business event when it is raised by a local or
external application through Advance Queuing?
A. Workflow Loader
B. Event Dispatcher
C. Workflow Engine
D. Workflow Manager
E. Notification System
Answer: B
Question: 62
A user has suspended a workflow activity. What are the four valid options for an administrator?
(Choose four.)
A. cancel the suspended workflow activity without retrying
B. retry the suspended workflow activity without resuming it
C. retry the suspended workflow after resuming the workflow
D. resume the root process; all the subprocesses of the workflow are also resumed
E. force a workflow transition to the next activity by using the Skip button after resuming the
suspended workflow
F. force a workflow transition to the next activity by using the Skip button without resuming the
workflow
Answer: A, C, D, E
Question: 63
Can you set an event message to become available for a future date?
A. No, once an event message is created, it becomes available.
B. Yes, but you have to wait until the future date to propagate the event message.
C. Yes, but you need to set the event to not send the message until the future date.
D. Yes, to do this you set the Send_Date attribute of the message to the future date.
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Answer: D
Question: 64
Which three are correct responses of the Inbound Notification Mailer to process the response
Messages? (Choose three.)
A. If the notification exists, but is closed or cancelled, the Inbound Notification Mailer leaves the
message in the discard folder and sends a closed or cancelled message to the recipient role.
B. If the message contains the NID line, but for the wrong node, the Inbound Notification Mailer
leaves the message in the Inbox.
C. If the message contains the NID line, but for the wrong node, the Inbound Notification Mailer
leaves the message in the discard folder.
D. If the message does not contain the NID line, the Inbound Notification Mailer moves the
message to the discard folder and sends a warning message to the sender of the message.
E. If the message does not contain the NID line, the Inbound Notification Mailer moves the
message to the Inbox.
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 65
Which statement is true about defining the Error Item Type for a function activity?
A. It has to be of the same Item Type to which the function activity belongs.
B. It can be of any Item Type (for example, XYZ) in the same database instance, and the Error
Process then belongs to Item Type XYZ.
C. It can be of any Item Type in the same database instance, but the Error Process must belong
to the same Item Type as the function activity.
D. It can be of any Item Type in the same database instance, and the Error Process can belong
to any Item Type. In this case, the Process Name is prefixed to the Item Type name as in
<Process Name>.<ItemTypeName>.
E. It can be of any Item Type in the same database or another database instance. In the latter
case, you postfix the item type name with the database link as <item_type>@<database_link>.
The Error Process names do not have to be postfixed with the database link.
Answer: B
Question: 66
Which statement is true about event messages?
A. Integration with External Source Systems is not possible.
B. The External Source System sends an event message as a SOAP message.
C. The External Source System sends an event message directly to the event subscription.
D. The External Source System sends an event message to the event subscription through
Advance Queuing.
Answer: D
Question: 67
In certain circumstances, after making changes to workflow preference, workflow directory
synchronization must be performed. Which is the correct reason for this requirement?
A. to update FND_PREFERENCES
B. to update the role_orig_system column in WF_USER_ROLES
C. to synchronize WF_LOCAL_USER_ROLES with WF_ROLES and WF_USER
D. to ensure that WF_ROLES and WF_USERS notification_preference columns are updated
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Answer: D
Question: 68
Which type of event message does Business Events use to enqueue event messages to external
systems?
A. ASCII
B. Binary
C. WF_EVENT_T
D. any data type format
Answer: C
Question: 69
Which actions can an event activity perform? (Choose three.)
A. sending an event message to an agent
B. raising an event to the Event Manager
C. receiving an event message from an agent
D. receiving an event from the Event Manager
E. receiving an event from another event activity
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 70
What are the similarities between the item type attribute and the function activity attribute in a
workflow process? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Both are global to a process.
B. Both can be read at run time.
C. Both can be written at run time.
D. The internal name of an attribute cannot contain ':' (colon).
Answer: B, D
Question: 71
Which three are true about Event-based workflow processes? (Choose three.)
A. They support raising new business events.
B. They support publishing a message to a deferred queue.
C. They eliminate the need for Concurrent programs and Batch Processing by means of
asynchronous subscription processing.
D. They support receiving business events to launch a workflow process or to continue the
execution of other workflow processes.
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 72
The Oracle Workflow notification system can send e-mail notifications to _____.
A. users on Oracle-based e-mail systems only
B. users with any standards-based, internet-accessible e-mail system
C. only 11i Oracle Applications users using Oracle-based e-mail systems
D. only 11i Oracle Applications users using a standards-based, internet-accessible e-mail system
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Answer: B
Question: 73
Which option best describes the typical workflow planning process?
A. Identify business needs, identify functions to accomplish those needs, identify business
events, and identify possible results of the process.
B. Identify business flow, identify business needs, identify steps to resolve those needs, and
identify the end results of the process.
C. Identify business needs, identify activities to accomplish those needs, identify how the process
is started, and identify possible results of the process.
D. Identify business components, identify functions and notifications to fit the components,
identify the process flow, and identify possible results of the flow.
Answer: C
Question: 74
You are creating an activity node in a workflow diagram. Which three are valid activity types to
which you can associate that node? (Choose three.)
A. End
B. Start
C. Error
D. Normal
E. Warning
F. Exception
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 75
Which kinds of system(s) can be included in a business process-based integration with Oracle
Workflow? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Order Entry
B. Human Resources
C. non-Oracle databases
D. Accounting processes (for example, GL, AP, AR...)
E. Oracle databases that are not Oracle11i Applications databases
Answer: A, B, C, D, E
Question: 76
What is an indication that there are not enough background engines available?
A. abnormal number of activities with Active status
B. abnormal number of activities with Deferred status
C. abnormal number of activities with Suspended status
D. abnormal number of activities with Errored status
Answer: B
Question: 77
You are setting up a notification in your workflow process. Which four notification preferences do
you have with respect to how e-mail notifications are sent? (Choose four.)
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A. Plain text
B. HTML email
C. HTML email with attachments
D. Plain text with HTML attachments
E. XML distributed through the XML Gateway
F. Plain text distributed through the EDI Gateway
Answer: A, B, C, D
Question: 78
What is a subscriber system?
A. an external system that receives messages
B. a system that equeues and dequeues messages
C. a system that sends messages to external systems
D. the system where the subscription is executed
Answer: D
Question: 79
You have been tasked with creating Business Events for a stand-alone workflow project. Which
option would you use to create your Business Events?
A. Events Web page
B. Oracle Workflow Builder
C. Oracle Workflow Definition Loader
D. Oracle Business Event Definition Loader
Answer: A
Question: 80
Which option best describes a message?
A. It specifies the information sent to a user by a notification activity.
B. It specifies the information sent to a responsibility by a notification activity.
C. It specifies the information sent to a role by a notification activity.
D. Both A and B.
Answer: C
Question: 81
A workflow is errored. Which are four valid actions for a Workflow user with the ADMIN role to
respond to the error? (Choose four.)
A. suspend the errored process
B. cancel the Notification without reassigning
C. skip the suspended process without resuming
D. reassign the Notification with complete transfer of ownership and responsibility to a new
recipient
E. reassign the Notification and delegate the authority to respond to notification to a new recipient
but retain the ownership of the notification
Answer: A, B, D, E
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Question: 82
The access level 100-999 is reserved for _____.
A. Public
B. Oracle Workflow
C. customer organizations
D. Oracle E-business Suite
E. Oracle Application Object Library
Answer: C
Question: 83
In your 11i Oracle eBusiness Suite instance, how do you define the Business Event System
name?
A. by entering the host name of LDAP as the system name
B. by entering the host machine name as the system name
C. no action is required, since Oracle workflow automatically creates the system definition by
default
D. by entering the database name (where the instance of the workflow is installed) as the system
name
Answer: C
Question: 84
Which two limitations does the Raise Event page have? (Choose two.)
A. You cannot specify a send date.
B. You cannot specify additional parameters.
C. It only works with Oracle E-Business Suite.
D. It only works for an event that you are subscribed to.
Answer: A, B
Question: 85
Which options describe event subscription processing? (Choose all that apply.)
A. The Event Subscription defines the processing to be done when events occur.
B. Workflow executes an inactive subscription if no active subscription is defined.
C. If no active subscription is defined, Workflow executes any active subscription when an
unexpected event occurs.
Answer: A, C
Question: 86
When using Workflow Monitor in stand-alone Oracle Workflow, the Detail Tab window provides
information about selected processes or activities. The rows preceded by an asterisk (*) or values
shown in bold parentheses ( ) appear only when the monitor is run in _____ mode.
A. Test
B. Admin
C. User
D. Public
E. Run
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Answer: B
Question: 87
You are writing a PL/SQL procedure that is called by a function activity.
Which four execution modes are available for you to define? (Choose four.)
A. RUN
B. CANCEL
C. SKIP
D. RETRY
E. ABORT
F. ERROR
G. WARNING
Answer: A, B, C, D
Question: 88
Identify the abstract data type of the business event system that contains all the header
properties of a message, as well as the data payload, in a serialized form that is suitable for
transmission outside the system.
A. WF_EVENT_T
B. WF_AGENT_T
C. WF_PARAMETER_T
D. WF_PARAMETER_LIST_T
Answer: A
Question: 89
You are creating an activity node in a workflow diagram. Which types of activity nodes are
allowed? (Choose all that apply.)
A. Control activities
B. Transition activities
C. Procedure activities
D. Notification activities
Answer: D
Question: 90
Which is the best description of a message attribute?
A. variable associated with a particular message
B. variable associated with a particular notification
C. generic item type attribute that is associated with a message
D. generic item type attribute that is associated with a notification
Answer: A
Question: 91
Which three actions does Oracle Workflow Engine perform? (Choose three.)
A. validates the workflow process definition
B. automatically executes function activities
C. manages the state of activities for each process instance
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D. interacts with Business Event System to receive, raise and send event messages
Answer: B, C, D
Question: 92
What is true about lookup codes? (Choose all that apply.)
A. may be derived from the table and/or view defined by the lookup type
B. may be derived from the static SQL definition associated with a lookup type
C. may be derived from the navigator tree beneath the lookup type branch of an item type
Answer: C
Question: 93
Which three types of customization are not supported by Oracle Support Services? (Choose
three.)
A. custom APIs
B. customization to standard APIs provided by Oracle Corporation
C. customization to objects mentioned in Users Guide as not modifiable
D. customization to seed data provided with the workflow which have access level set above 100
Answer: A, B, C
Question: 94
On the Scheduling event page of the Agent Listener Configuration Wizard, which five events can
be raised to control the running of the agent listener service component? (Choose five.)
A. Start
B. Refresh
C. Rollback
D. Commit
E. Suspend
F. Resume
G. Stop
Answer: A, B, E, F, G
Question: 95
Which statements are true about the Business Event System? (Choose all that apply.)
A. It uses flat files stored in the file system as .WFTs to define events.
B. It uses XML to define events that are monitored via the XML Gateway.
C. It is a subcomponent of Oracle Workflow, and requires the Workflow Engine to operate.
D. It exists on the database tier, and can be stand-alone, or be integrated with the Workflow
Engine.
Answer: D
Question: 96
Your client hard coded values in the Oracle Workflow preference table and now wants to make
changes via the preference Web pages.
Which option best describes the result?
1. The changes would be ignored
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2. The changes would be automatically mapped to only the territory notification preference
column.
3. Only preference changes made with administrator privileges would be accepted.
4. Only preference changes made to individual Oracle E-Business Suite preferences would be
accepted.
A. 3 only
B. 1 only
C. 4 only
D. 2, 3 and 4
E. 2 and 4 only
F. 3 and 4 only
Answer: B
Question: 97
Which two options describe how roles could be referenced in a workflow process? (Choose two.)
A. directly designate a role to a performer
B. create a role lookup type and assign it to a notification activity
C. designate a performer to an item type attribute that returns a role name
D. assign a role to a notification activity and do not include it in the workflow process as a node
Answer: A, C
Question: 98
What are the three features of Access Protection in Oracle Workflow? (Choose three.)
A. prevents modification of seed data
B. allows security on business events
C. provides access to legitimate users
D. allows modification of workflow objects
E. preserves customizations during workflow upgrade
Answer: A, D, E
Question: 99
Which statement is correct about the Workflow Monitor?
A. It is a Web page that enables users to monitor their workflow processes.
B. It is a stand-alone Windows PC program that enables users to monitor their workflow
processes.
C. It is an administrator-only Web page that enables administrators to monitor any workflow
processes.
D. It is a stand-alone Windows PC program that enables administrators to monitor workflow
processes.
Answer: A
Question: 100
You are setting up Oracle Workflow on an Oracle database. Your possible setup steps are as
follows:
1. Set up Directory Services
2. Set up Global Workflow Preference
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3. Set up the WF_Resources environment variable
4. Set up the Workflow Background Engine to process deferred, timed out, and stuck processes
5. Configure the Business Event System
At a minimum, which of these steps do you have to perform to properly set up Oracle Workflow?
A. 1, 2, 3 and 5
B. 1, 2, 4 and 5
C. 1, 2, 3 and 4
D. 1, 3, 4 and 5
E. 2, 3 and 4
F. 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5
Answer: F
Question: 101
You are creating a Java Procedure that is called by an External Java Activity. You know that the
call must be in a standard API format. Which five parameters must be passed in order for your
Java procedure to be valid? (Choose five.)
A. actid
B. itemkey
C. resultout
D. itemtype
E. runmode
F. funcmode
G. itemname
Answer: A, B, C, D, F
Question: 102
In workflow processes, which two actions do event activities enable you to perform on the basis
of the content of the event? (Choose two.)
A. defining routing logic
B. defining business event
C. modeling complex processing
D. defining business processes
Answer: A, C
Question: 103
Which three statements are true about deferring a subscription process? (Choose three.)
A. Event manager defers subscriptions with a phase value of 0.
B. Deferring a process returns control to the calling application more quickly.
C. Event manager defers subscriptions with the Status property value set to Deferred.
D. Deferring a process enables costly subscription processes to be executed at a later time.
E. Deferring a process causes the subscription process to be executed by the workflow
background process.
Answer: B, D, E
Question: 104
Which configuration method should be avoided when configuring the Notification Mailer?
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A. associating inbound-only mailer with at least one outbound mailer with the same node name
B. associating outbound mailers with the same mailer node without creating a corresponding
inbound mailer
C. associating multiple outbound mailers and a single inbound mailer with each other by
assigning the same mailer node name
D. associating outbound mailer and inbound mailer with each other by assigning the same mailer
node name
E. associating multiple outbound mailers and multiple inbound mailers with each other by
assigning the same mailer node name
Answer: E
Question: 105
Which users can modify workflow objects?
A. users at all levels
B. users at zero level
C. users at a level greater than the protection level of the objects
D. users at a level equal to or lower than the protection level of objects
Answer: B, D
Question: 106
Which three search criteria are valid when using the status monitor in Standalone Oracle
workflow? (Choose three.)
A. workflow
B. workflow type
C. notification type
D. workflow started
Answer: A, B, D
Question: 107
Which two tables can be purged using the Directory API ? (Choose two.)
A. WF_USERS
B. WF_LOCAL_ROLES
C. WF_LOCAL_ROLE_USERS
D. WF_LOCAL_USERS_ROLES
Answer: B, D
Question: 108
Which two options describe the conditions of viewing notifications from the Oracle Workflow
Worklist Web pages? (Choose two.)
A. Stand-alone users cannot set user preferences, and must use the worklist pages.
B. E-Business Suite users can view their notifications in these Web pages, regardless of the
notification preference they have set.
C. E-Business Suite users whose notification preference is set to "Do not send me mail." can
access notifications only through the worklist pages.
D. E-Business Suite users whose notification preference is set to "email" are blocked from
accessing these pages.
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E. Stand-alone users cannot set user preferences, but they have access only to the Personal
Worklist page, not the Advanced Worklist page.
Answer: B, C
Question: 109
The Oracle Workflow engine is _____.
A. embedded in any Oracle database
B. embedded in any Oracle Application Server
C. embedded only in Oracle11i Applications database
D. embedded only in Oracle11i Applications Application Servers
Answer: A
Question: 110
Why must a function activity follow a standard API?
A. to increase reusability of the workflow code
B. to conform to Workflow Management Coalition (WfMC) standards
C. to enable the workflow engine to execute the activity as a member of a workflow metadata
repository in the context of a workflow process
D. to increase the speed of executing the function activity because its standard format makes it
impossible to flush the function definition from the database cache
Answer: C
Question: 111
You are defining item type attributes for your workflow. Which two considerations are valid in your
development process? (Choose two.)
A. Item type attributes act as local variables that are referenced or updated by a given activity
instance.
B. Item type attributes act as global variables that are referenced or updated by any activity within
a process.
C. Using bottom-up design, you define the item type attributes before associating them with an
item type.
D. Using top-down design, you define the item type before defining the item type attributes
associated with it.
Answer: B, D
Question: 112
Through which methods does the Oracle Workflow notification system enable notifications to be
viewed? (Choose all that apply.)
A. EDI
B. e-mail
C. Web pages
D. Extensible Markup Language (XML)
Answer: B, C
Question: 113
_____ controls subscription actions.
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A. Rule function
B. Workflow Engine
C. Notification System
D. Business Event System
Answer: A
Question: 114
Which two methods can you use to transfer workflow definitions to a stand-alone Oracle Workflow
database? (Choose two.)
A. wfload
B. FNDLOAD
C. Workflow Builder
D. Workflow Definition Loader concurrent request
Answer: A, C
Question: 115
Which option describes the creation of event groups?
A. A user must be a workflow administrator to create event groups.
B. Any E-Business Suite user can create event groups to which they are subscribed through the
individual events.
C. Any stand-alone user can create event groups to which they are subscribed through the
individual events.
D. Stand-alone users can create event groups regardless of their workflow administrator status,
but E-Business Suite users must be workflow administrators to perform this task.
Answer: A
Question: 116
In Oracle E-Business Suite, you can search subscriptions by _____, _____ or _____. (Choose
three.)
A. Phase
B. Status
C. Source Type
D. Rule Function
E. Triggering Event
Answer: B, C, E
Question: 117
In which two circumstances would an activity be eligible for being processed by the background
engine as STUCK? (Choose two.)
A. An activity returns a result for which no transition exists.
B. An activity's Cost is less than the value of wf_engine.threshold.
C. An activity returns a result for which there are two or more transitions.
D. A single thread process loops back, however the pivot loop activity has the On Revisit property
set to Ignore.
Answer: A, D
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Question: 118
The Business Event System transforms event messages received from external systems into a
standard workflow format/type of _____.
A. Binary
B. JMS Text
C. ASCII Text
D. WF_EVENT_T
Answer: D
Question: 119
You are planning to run the Workflow XML loader. Which four modes are available for your use?
(Choose four.)
A. -d: Normal download mode
B. -do: Override download mode
C. -de: Exact download mode
D. -u: Normal upload mode
E. -uo: Override upload mode
F. -uf: Force upload mode
Answer: A, C, D, F
Question: 120
You are running the Workflow Definitions Loader concurrent program.
Which four run-time modes are available? (Choose four.)
A. Force
B. Revert
C. Upload
D. Upgrade
E. Override
F. Download
Answer: A, C, D, F
Question: 121
You need to debug a workflow process. When you look at the workflow diagram, which four kinds
of nodes do you expect to see? (Choose four.)
A. events
B. lookups
C. processes
D. procedures
E. notifications
F. function activities
Answer: A, C, E, F
Question: 122
What does the #BUSINESS_KEY Receive Event activity attribute allow?
A. sending an event to multiple workflow processes
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B. filtering the activities that that can be notified in a process.
C. managing parent-child relationships in a multiprocess flow
D. filtering the events that the Receive Event activity can handle
Answer: A
Question: 123
View the Exhibit and examine the workflow diagram.

A function activity "Log" inserts one record into the t_log table with one column of type
VARCHAR2(100), with no constraints of any type.
The activity's result type is standard Success/Fail (the lookup codes' internal names are
'SUCCESS' and 'FAIL' ).
The function is coded as follows:
PROCEDURE log(
itemtype
IN
VARCHAR2,
itemkey
IN
VARCHAR2,
actid
IN
NUMBER,
funcmode
IN
VARCHAR2,
resultout
OUT VARCHAR2 ) IS
BEGIN
INSERT INTO t_log
VALUES ('Log message from key'||itemkey);
resultout := 'SUCCESS';
EXCEPTION
WHEN OTHERS THEN
resultout := 'FAIL';
END;
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The result type of the process is the same 'Success/Fail' standard result type. What would be the
result of the execution of this workflow provided the INSERT statement executed successfully?
A. 'Fail' with no new record inserted into t_log table.
B. 'Fail' with one new record inserted into t_log table.
C. 'Success' with no new record inserted into t_log table.
D. 'Success' with one new record inserted into t_log table.
Answer: D
Question: 124
How do you grant user access to Advance Worklist and/or Personal Worklist Web pages?
A. grant Workflow Super User responsibility to that user
B. grant System Administrator responsibility to that user
C. grant System Administration responsibility to that user
D. grant Workflow Administrator responsibility to that user
E. assign WF_WORKLIST and/or WF_WORKLIST_CUSTOM functions to any responsibilities
from which you want the users to access
Answer: E
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